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Determinants of Growth in Distribution
Portfolios: A Non‐Gaussian Analysis
Executive Summary:
We originally wrote extensively about the determinants of portfolio growth in
“Unveiling the Retirement Myth – Advanced Retirement Planning based on Market
i
History”, a 525‐page textbook published in 2009. There, it was spread over eight
chapters. This whitepaper combines and updates that into a more concise format.
All calculations are updated to reflect the market history until the end of 2010. The
background information, our calculation methodology and our findings are described in
the following pages.
We did not include any tax consequences in our analysis. We only looked at portfolio
performances, excluding tax implications, if any.

Summary of Findings:
In our analysis, we use the entire 111‐years of market history starting in 1900 and
ending at the end of 2010. We include the effects of asset allocation, sequence/volatility
of returns, inflation, as well as other factors such as withdrawal rates, rebalancing
frequency, portfolio costs and the potential alpha that might be produced by better
management of investments.
The methodology and basis of these conclusions are described in the following pages. In
our aftcasting, the equity proxy for the entire analysis is the S&P500 index return, unless
indicated otherwise. Fixed income net returns (after all expenses) are historical 6‐month
CD rate plus 0.5%, which corresponds to approximately a fixed income portfolio of five
to seven year maturity.
The most important determinant is the combination of sequence and volatility of
returns. The next important factor is asset allocation at lower withdrawal rates. As
withdrawal rates increase and portfolio life shortens, the importance of asset allocation
diminishes and is replaced by the effect of inflation.
Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize our findings.
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The “Brinson” Study
The first serious look at this topic was the study by Gary P. Brinson, Randolph L. Hood,
and Gilbert L Beebower in 1984. In this research, the authors analyzed data from ninety‐
one large corporate pension plans with assets of at least $100 million over a 10–year
period beginning in 1974. In the literature, it is generally referred to as the “Brinson
Study”. Subsequently, the analysis was expanded to include an additional ten years of
data and "Determinants of Portfolio Performance II" was published in the Financial
Analysts Journal, January/February 1995.
Their conclusion was that the components of the difference in success of a portfolio are:
Asset allocation: 93.6%; Security selection 2.5%; Other: 2.2%; Market timing 1.7%.
Since then, many in the financial planning profession try hard to make investors believe
that asset allocation is the Holy Grail of investing. When a new account is opened, the
first thing a client does is to fill out a risk–assessment questionnaire. Based on the
client’s answers, he or she is then pigeonholed into one of four or five investment
portfolios. We do not believe that this is the right approach.
Here is where we see a problem: The findings of the Brinson study cannot be
transferred, scaled or applied to individual retirement portfolios for the following
reasons:
1. The dynamics of cash flow in a pension fund are entirely different from the
dynamics of cash flow in an individual retirement account. A pension fund
has a continuous inflow of money over time. In an individual retirement
account, inflow of money occurs mainly during working years. After
retirement, there is usually no more inflow but only outflow. Mathematically,
a pension fund is an “open–perpetual” system; an individual retirement
account is a “closed–finite” system.
2. When and if there is a shortfall in a pension fund, then contributions are
increased to meet this shortfall. On the other hand, with an individual
retirement savings, there is usually no such opportunity.
3. In an individual retirement account, once the withdrawals start, the adverse
effect of “reverse dollar–cost–averaging” becomes important. In a pension
fund, since there is a continuous inflow of money concurrently, this effect is
insignificant.
4. In an individual account, inflation is important. Withdrawals must be
increased over time to maintain the same purchasing power for the retiree.
In pension funds, there is no such concern; as inflation goes up, salaries and
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pension contributions increase. Also, many pension funds have limits and
constraints on how the retirement payments are indexed. Individual retirees
holding their own saving accounts do not have that choice; their expenses
must be met.
5. The time span of the Brinson study is twenty–years. In the historical context,
it is not only too short, but it covers a single secular bullish trend, arguably
the “luckiest” 20‐year time period over the entire twentieth century. Such a
short time frame will miss significant adverse events that are present
exclusively in secular bear or secular sideways market trends.

Figure 2: Time period covered in the Brinson study
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Our Approach
The Brinson study is a valuable research work. There is no doubt that asset allocation is
important for a pension fund’s success, subject to the limitations mentioned above.
However, we believe it is abused by many in the financial industry by extrapolating its
findings to individual investment/retirement accounts.
Ideally, the proper asset allocation reduces the volatility of returns to an acceptable
level, such that its owner stays invested through thick and thin. We have no problem
with that. However, the sequence of returns and inflation have a far greater impact on
the outcome and it is not covered in the Brinson study.
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In our analysis, we use the entire 111‐years of market history starting in 1900 and
ending at the end of 2010. We include the effects of asset allocation during that entire
time period, not just 10 or 20 years. In addition, we also include other factors not
included in the Brinson study, such as, withdrawal rates, the effect of sequence of
returns, inflation, rebalancing frequency, portfolio costs and the potential alpha
produced by better management of investments.
Our analysis does not use any forecasts based on Gaussian methods. We do not use
man‐made simulators of any kind, generally known as Monte Carlo simulators. We use
actual market history which we call “aftcasting”. If you are not familiar with the
definition of “Gaussian”, please see Appendix A for further description and our criticism
of it.
We call the type of factors that are outside of the control of the investor, the “luck
factor”. It has two components: the sequence of returns and inflation.
Generally, all other factors can be either managed by the investor or by the investment
(or portfolio) manager. We call these “manageable factors”

Figure 3: Determinants of a Portfolio’s Growth
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•Withdrawal Rate
•Asset Allocation
•Rebalancing Strategies
•Portfolio Costs
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Our Methodology
The methodology for calculating the contribution of each component is explained in
detail in the following pages. However, before going into each component, let’s review
the concept of aftcasting, the engine that provides us with the historical outcomes.
Aftcasting displays the outcome of all historical asset values of all portfolios since 1900
on the same chart, as if a scenario starts in each one of the years between 1900 and
2000. It gives a bird’s‐eye view of all outcomes. It reflects the sequence of returns
exactly as it happened in history. It is developed by the author of this whitepaper when
writing his original bookii on retirement planning in 2001. It provides the success and
failure statistics with exact historical accuracy, as opposed to man‐made simulation
models because it includes the actual historical equity performanceiii, inflation rateiv and
interest ratev, as well as the actual historical sequencing of all these data sets.
Let’s look at an example: Bob, 65, is just retiring. He plans on withdrawing $15,000,
indexed annually to inflation, until age 95. His primary concern is sustainability of his
income stream for life. In his investment portfolio he has $350,000 with an asset mix of
40% equities and 60% fixed income.
The aftcast of this scenario is depicted in Figure 4. On this chart, we see the thin, black
aftcast lines. There is one line starting at the left vertical axis for each year since 1900.
There are 40 years of data on each aftcast line for all starting years before 1972. After
1971, each aftcast line ends at the end of year 2010. Thus, there are 3675 data points
that reflect the exact, actual market history which is exactly in‐line with realistic
correlations and patterns of performance of equities, bond yields, interest rates and
inflation.
We define the bottom decile (bottom 10%) of all outcomes as the “unlucky” outcome,
the top decile (top 10%) as the “lucky” outcome. The blue line indicates the median
outcome where half of the scenarios are better and half are worse. In this example, the
probability of depletion by age 95 happens to be 34%.
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Figure
e 4: The aftcast of fixed $15,0
000 annual witthdrawals, indeexed to inflatio
on, from an invvestment
portfolio, starting
s
capital of $350,000

Aftcaasting only sh
hows what would
w
have happened inn history givven a specific set of inpu
ut
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edict anything. We agreee with the iidea that past events will
be re
epeated in th
he future. We
W are not in
nterested in what happeened in a sp
pecific year iin
history, other thaan to demon
nstrate it in the
t examplees.
Howe
ever, we arre very inte
erested in the
t frequenccy, the sizee and the p
persistency o
of
extre
eme events (that is, market and/orr inflation evvents) that happened in the past iin
real life, i.e. a non‐Gaussia
n
an framework. These eextremes are our startiing point fo
or
nt plan for ou
ur clients.
desiggning a robusst retiremen
With this backgro
ound, we caan now startt analyzing eeach compo
onent that afffects growtth
in disstribution po
ortfolios.

The Sequence//Volatilityy of Return
ns
In a distribution
d
portfolio, th
he sequence of returns iis the most important ccomponent o
of
the luck factor. It is the
e direction and persisttency of th
he volatilityy of returns.
Math
hematically, it can be deffined as the first time‐deerivative of the volatilityy of returns..
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Volattility of returrns by itself does not daamage a disttribution porrtfolio. It is tthe sequencce
of returns that can
c do the irreparable damage. Foor example, if you weree to retire iin
1987, you would
d have experrienced a siggnificant vollatility of retturns; a 30%
% drop in th
he
equitty index duriing October and Novem
mber of that year. Howevver, after th
his large drop
p,
equitty markets re
ecovered qu
uickly and th
his adverse vvolatility wass not accom
mpanied by aan
adverse sequencce of return
ns. Consequently, theree was no daamage to th
he portfolio’s
longe
evity. Figure 5 shows the
e retirementt year 1987 iin heavy blacck line.

Figure
e 5: The effect of adverse volatility of returrns, if not acco mpanied by an
n adverse sequ
uence of
etirement starting year 1987
7 is indicated inn heavy black
returns. Re

Retire at the
beginning of 19
987

w sequence of
o returns wo
orks over a ffour year tim
me horizon. We have tw
wo
Let’s look at how
nning; his po
ortfolio grow
ws
scenaarios: In the first scenario, the invesstor is lucky in the begin
by 20
0% in each of
o the first tw
wo years and
d then it decclines by 10%
% in each of the final tw
wo
yearss. This is the “good start”” portfolio.
In the
e second scenario he iss unlucky in the beginn ing; his porttfolio declin
nes by 10% iin
each of the first two years and then grows by 20% iin each of th
he final two years. This is
the “bad start” portfolio.
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Table 2: Sequence of Returns

Year

Annual Growth

1
2
3
4

Good Start
20%
20%
‐10%
‐10%

Bad Start
‐10%
‐10%
20%
20%

Average Growth:

5%

5%

In each case, the average annual growth is identical, it is 5%. Let’s see how these
scenarios affect the total growth. First, we look at an accumulation portfolio. The
investor starts with $100,000 initial capital and no money is added to or withdrawn from
the portfolio. The table below (Table 3) shows the portfolio value at the end of each
year:

Table 3: Sequence of Returns, accumulation

Year

Portfolio Value‐ Accumulation
(initially $100,000)

1
2
3
4

Good Start
$120,000
$144,000
$129,600
$116,640

Bad Start
$90,000
$81,000
$97,200
$116,640

Total Growth:

16.64%

16.64%

In both scenarios, good or bad start, the total growth during the four‐year time period is
identical, 16.64%. If no money is distributed, then the sequence of returns has no
effect on the final outcome.
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Now, let’s look at a distribution portfolio. The same investor starts with the same
portfolio, experiences the same good‐start/bad‐start scenarios, but in this case he
withdraws $5,000 at the end of each year. Here is the portfolio value at the end of each
year:

Table 4: Sequence of Returns, distribution

Year

Portfolio Value ‐ Distribution
(initially $100,000, $5,000 withdrawn at the end of each year)

1
2
3
4

Good Start
$115,000
$133,000
$114,700
$98,230

Bad Start
$85,000
$71,500
$80,800
$91,960

Total Decline:

1.77%

8.04%

When the investor had a good start, his portfolio’s total decline ‐including his
withdrawals‐ was 1.77%. When he had a bad start, his total decline over the four‐year
time period was much larger, 8.04%. This is the effect of the sequence of returns in a
distribution portfolio.
Now, let’s focus on the difference between the impact of the volatility of returns and
the sequence of returns. In essence, the volatility of returns creates an adverse
“reverse‐dollar‐cost‐averaging” for the portfolio. History shows that this can reduce the
portfolio life by up to 20% (in the worst‐case). However, it can be easily fixed by creating
a “cash” bucket, holding about five years of withdrawals in cash‐like investments and
short‐term bonds. When withdrawals are made from this bucket only, then the effect of
volatility of returns can be diminished significantly.
On the other hand, the effect of sequence of returns cannot be reduced with the bucket
strategy because, once withdrawals exceed the sustainable amounts, then the time
horizon of the investor and the time horizon of the portfolio disconnect. As a result,
losses become permanent and irrecoverable, regardless of how long (or how short) the
investor’s time horizon is.
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While it is not too difficult to analyze the effects of volatility of returns and the sequence
of returns separately, it is beyond the scope of this article. For the purposes of
calculating the luck factor, that distinction is unnecessary. Therefore, we combined the
sequence and the volatility of returns as a single line item separated by a slash.
Figure 6 depicts the effect of starting retirement in 1937 (unlucky timing) versus 1980
(lucky timing). In both cases, the retiree starts with an initial capital of $1 million, 40/60
asset allocation, rebalanced annually, and the initial withdrawal amount is $50,000 at
age 65, indexed to inflation each year.
The lucky investor retired in 1980. At age 85, his portfolio grew to nearly $4 million. The
unlucky investor retired in 1937. His portfolio ran out of money at age 81. Since all other
factors are identical, the luck factor is the only determinant of this huge difference in
the outcome.

Figure 6: The importance of luck with respect to timing of the retirement
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How do we calculate the effect of the sequence/volatility of returns in a distribution
portfolio? Here are the steps:
1. Isolate and exclude the effect of the variability of inflation from secular trends.
We do that by using a fixed “average” inflation rate during retirement. This
leaves us with variations in the sequence of returns/volatility only.
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2. Calculate the asset value of the portfolio over time for all years since 1900. We
define the top 10% of all outcomes as the “lucky” outcome and the bottom 10%
of all outcomes as the “unlucky” outcome.
3. Calculate the median outcome, where half of the outcomes are better and half
are worse.
4. Calculate the compound annual return (CAR) of the lucky, unlucky and the
median portfolios.
5. Finally, the effect of the sequence of returns/volatility is half of the difference
between the CAR of the lucky and unlucky portfolios divided by the CAR of the
median:

LF =

(CAR 90 - CAR 10 )
× 100%
2  CAR 50

(Equation 1)

where:
LF

is the luck factor

CAR90 is the compound annual return of the lucky (top decile) portfolio
CAR10 is the compound annual return of the unlucky (bottom decile) portfolio
CAR50 is the compound annual return of the median portfolio
The luck factor measures the average difference of the compound annual returns
between the extreme outcome and the median outcome, expressed in percentage.

Example: 1
Dan is 65 years old, just retiring. He has $1 million in his portfolio and needs $60,000 each year, indexed
to inflation. His asset mix is 40% equity and 60% fixed income, rebalanced annually.
On the equity side, he expects the index return. On the fixed income side, he expects a return of 0.5%
over and above the historical 6–month CD rates after all management fees. Using 3.2% annual increase of
withdrawals to reflect the historical average inflation, we calculate his luck factor resulting from the
sequence of returns.
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The lu
ucky, unlucky and
a median po
ortfolios are indicated on thee chart. We caalculate the compound annu
ual
return
ns for the luckky, unlucky and median portfolios as 8.000%, 2.83% and
d 5.46%, respeectively. Plug in
these numbers into
o Equation 1 and
a calculate the
t luck factoor resulting fro
om the sequence/volatility o
of
ns:
return

Luck Factor
F
attributaable to sequen
nce/volatility off returns =

8.000% – 2.83%
2 × 5.46%

447.3%

Similaarly, we calcculate the lu
uck factor re
esulting from
m the effect of sequencee/volatility o
of
returrns for vario
ous withdraw
wal rates. Taable 5 show
ws the resultts. In all casses, the asseet
mix iss 40% equityy and 60% fixxed income..
Table 5: The impact of the sequencce/volatility off returns for vaarious withdraw
wal rates

Initial Withdrawal
W
R ate
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%
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4%
%
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88%

10%

62..2%

69.1%

Effect on Po
ortfolio Grow
wth Rate
46.7%

46.3%

46.5%

51..8%

50.2%

47.3%
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Sequ
uence of In
nflation
Inflattion, or morre accuratelyy, the seque
ence of inflaation is the second mo
ost importan
nt
vi
comp
ponent of th
he luck facttor . Even a short‐term
m increase o
of inflation compels th
he
retire
ee to withdrraw higher and
a higher amounts from
m his portfo
olio for the rrest of his liffe
just to maintain
n his purch
hasing pow
wer. This caan deplete a retiremeent portfoliio
prem
maturely.

Figure
e 7: Inflation sin
nce 1900 (Sourrce: U.S. Deparrtment of Laboor, BLS)

The target
t
inflation rate set by the Federal Reserve is currently at 2%. A larrge portion o
of
retire
ement planss are designe
ed for 2% to
o 3% annual indexation of income. On the otheer
hand, the historyy shows thatt the inflatio
on rate was l ess than 3%
% only in 52%
% of the timee.
There
efore any re
etirement plan that “asssumes” an aaverage of 33% (or loweer) inflation is
incon
ngruent with the histo
orical experience. Theree is an (alm
most) even chance thaat
inflattion might be
b a higherr than that, causing th e portfolio to deplete sooner thaan
plann
ned.
This is
i where the
e sequence of inflation comes intoo play: You d
do not need chronic higgh
inflattion lasting a long time to
t suffer the adverse efffects of the ssequence off inflation. If a
retire
ement plan is designed for a “normal” inflatioon rate, onlly a few years of “high
h”
inflattion can redu
uce the porttfolio life sign
nificantly.
The following
f
chart (Figure 8)
8 illustratess a hypothettical case: TThis particulaar retiremen
nt
plan is designed to start at age
a 65 with an
a initial cappital of $1 m
million. The p
plan assumees
an 8%
% average grrowth rate of
o the portfo
olio. The retirree needs $666,000 / yeaar, indexed tto
3% annually
a
unttil age 95. With
W
these assumption s –albeit agggressive‐ th
he “forecastt”
indicaates an unin
nterrupted in
ncome streaam until agee 95. This is designated on the grap
ph
as “N
Normal CPI Sequence”.
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Now consider thaat this retire
ee experiencces a higher than “norm
mal” CPI for tthe first threee
yearss of retireme
ent. Betwee
en ages 65 through
t
67 (inclusive), the annual CPI jumps tto
10% and then re
everts back to
t 3% at age
e 68 for the rest of his llife. This is d
designated aas
“Adverse CPI Seq
quence” on the
t chart. We
W observe thhat the portffolio longevity is reduceed
from age 95 to agge 86, i.e. a 30% reduction over the original 30‐‐year time ho
orizon.

Figure
e 8: Sequence of
o Inflation, hypothetical case
e

n asset mix o
of
Let’s look at two examples frrom the lastt century. Coonsider a rettiree with an
40/60
0 equity/fixed income and a 6% initial withd rawal rate. Here, we u
use historicaal
divide
end rates and assume no management fees. If this perso
on were to retire at th
he
begin
nning of the market crassh of 1929, his portfolioo would havve lasted unttil age 89. O
On
the other
o
hand, if he were to
o retire in 19
966, the begginning of a ssecular sidew
ways markeet,
his po
ortfolio wou
uld have dep
pleted at age
e 85, as show
wn in Figure 9.
The high
h
inflation between 1966 and 19
981 would hhave forced the retiree to withdraw
w
more
e and more income, eventually dep
pleting his pportfolio. Th
he net effecct of this waas
worse than the secular beariish trend thaat started in 1929, when
n equities lo
ost about 80%
%
eir value.
of the
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Figure
e 9: High inflation can shorten
n portfolio life more than thee worst markett crash.
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Gene
erally, the se
equence of returns impacts the pportfolio in the early years and th
he
inflattion impacts it in later ye
ears. If the portfolio
p
valuue drops shaarply in the eearly years, it
is gen
nerally because of the adverse sequ
uence of retuurns. If the d
drop is in latter years, it is
almost always because
b
of adverse se
equence of inflation w
which mightt have beeen
trigge
ered several years prior. Figure 10 shows
s
the arreas of the sstandard rettirement plaan
wherre sequence
e of returns plays an im
mportant role and where sequencee of inflatio
on
playss an important role on po
ortfolio longgevity.

Figure
e 10: The influe
ence of the Seq
quence of Retu
urns and Inflatiion on distribution portfolio
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More
e often than not, the seq
quence of re
eturns and ssequence of inflation aree cumulativee.
Durin
ng the seculaar bullish tre
ends (1921‐1
1928, 1949‐11965, 1982‐11999), which
h occupy 43%
%
of th
he last century, the gro
owing equitty index eassily covered
d any adverrse effects o
of
inflattion. Figure 11
1 depicts th
his observation:
Figure
e 11: The performance of DJIA
A (index only) and
a inflation dduring secular b
bullish trends

Howe
ever, duringg the remain
ning 57% off the time, the marketts were eith
her in seculaar
bearish or seculaar sideways trends. The
e equity ind ex was neveer able to o
overcome th
he
effects of inflation for the
e entirety of
o these tim
me periods. Figure 12 depicts this
obserrvation:
Figure
e 12: The performance of DJIA
A (index only) and
a inflation dduring all secular bearish/sideeways trends
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How can we calculate the luck factor created by the effect of inflation in a retirement
portfolio? We do it similar to calculating the effect of the sequence/volatility of returns.
Here are the steps:
1. Isolate and exclude the effect of the sequence/volatility of returns. We do that
by using a fixed “average” portfolio growth rate in the aftcast. This leaves us only
with the historical inflation rates that vary from year to year.
2. Calculate the compound annual return (CAR) of the lucky, unlucky and the
median portfolios.
3. Calculate the luck factor due to inflation using Equation 1.

Example: 2
Marco is 65 years old, just retiring. He has $1 million in his portfolio and needs $60,000 each year, indexed
to inflation. His asset allocation is 40% equities and 60% fixed income, rebalanced annually.
Marco assumes that he will receive the index return, 6.7% (between the years 1900 and 2010) after all
management fees. As for the fixed income side, the average return was 5.1% for the same time period.
Therefore, we calculate the average return for a 40/60 asset mix portfolio as 5.74% (40% of 6.7% equity
growth and 60% of 5.1% fixed income growth). We use that as the portfolio growth rate and we index
withdrawals to actual CPI annually.

Portfolio Value

$2,000,000
$1,800,000

Lucky

$1,600,000

Median

$1,400,000

Unlucky

Deflationary
time periods

$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000

Inflationary
time periods

$400,000
$200,000
$0
65

70

75

80

85

90

95

Age
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The lucky, unlucky and median portfolios are indicated on the aftcast chart above. We calculate the
compound annual returns for the lucky, unlucky and median portfolios as 8.04%, 2.77% and 5.50%,
respectively. Plug these numbers into Equation 1 and calculate the luck factor that is attributable to
inflation:

Luck Factor attributable to inflation =

8.04% – 2.77%
2 × 5.50%

= 47.9%

Similarly, we calculate the luck factor resulting from the effect of inflation for various
withdrawal rates. Table 6 shows the results. In all cases, the asset mix is 40% equity and
60% fixed income.

Table 6: The impact of inflation for various withdrawal rates

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

59.2%

59.5%

Effect on Portfolio Growth Rate
0.0%

12.3%

23.3%

33.2%

40.9%

47.9%

Asset Allocation
When people cite the Brinson study, they might say something like “asset allocation is
the single largest contributor to a portfolio's success. It is much more important than
security selection. In fact, one study concluded that asset allocation accounted for over
90% of the difference in a portfolio's investment return.”
Here is the reality: Take a 65‐year old investor, retiring this year. He wants to plan until
age 95. His retirement savings are valued at one million dollars. He needs to withdraw
$60,000 each year, indexed to actual inflation. On the equity side, he expects an average
of 2% dividend yield, pays 0.5% management fees.
Let’s look at how his portfolios would have performed if he were to start his retirement
in any of the years between 1900 and 2000. We aftcast six different asset mixes:
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Table 7: The impact of asset allocation for various withdrawal rates
Asset Mix
(Equity / Fixed Income)

Probability of Depletion
by Age 95

Median Portfolio
depleted at Age

100% Equity

68%

87

80 / 20

67%

87

60 / 40

74%

87

40 / 60

78%

86

20 / 80

91%

86

100% Fixed Income

95%

87

We see on Table 7 that, neither the median portfolio life, nor the probability of
depletion, improved significantly by changing the asset allocation.

While asset allocation is an effective tool to limit the volatility of returns, its
effect on the sequence of returns is generally insignificant in decumulation
portfolios.
A decumulation portfolio is defined as a portfolio where the historical
median portfolio value (in an aftcast) depletes before the age of death.

With that observation, we can now measure the impact of asset allocation. We figure
out the difference in compound annual returns (CAR) of the median portfolio for the
asset mix with the best and the worst CAR as described in Example 3.
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Example 3
Bob, 65, is just retiring. He has $1,000,000 savings for retirement; he needs $30,000 each year, indexed to
inflation. His equities grow the same as the S&P500 index. He rebalances his asset mix annually if equities
deviate by more than 3%.
Based on the market history, the compound annual return (CAR) of the median portfolio for various asset
mixes are as follows:

Asset Mix
(Equity / Fixed Income)

CAR, (median)

0/100

20/80

30/70

40/60

50/50

60/40

70/30

80/20

100/0

4.98%

4.92%

4.98%

5.07%

5.28%

5.41%

5.16%

5.10%

4.22%

For this example, based on market history, the highest growth rate was at 5.41% and the lowest was
4.22%. If Bob makes the worst asset allocation decision, the maximum penalty is a 1.19% difference in
CAR in absolute terms. In relative terms, the difference is 28.2%, calculated as 1.19% divided by 4.22%.

Table 8 indicates the impact of asset allocation for various withdrawal rates.

Table 8: The impact of asset allocation on portfolio growth

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

19.3%

7.2%

Effect on Portfolio Growth Rate
29.0%

25.9%

28.2%

33.0%

36.8%

27.5%
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Rebalancing Frequency
When it comes to rebalancing, many investment professionals believe often is better.
Rebalancing is done –supposedly‐ to reduce the portfolio volatility. Does frequent
rebalancing really decrease volatility? How does this impact portfolio longevity? Let’s
observe the history.
Volatility has two components. The first component is the short–term random
fluctuations. Every second, every minute, every day, some event happens somewhere in
the world that influences investor psychology. As investors make trading decisions,
markets move up or down. If we agree with the notion that price movements within a
one year time horizon are mostly random, then we cannot expect a significant reduction
in volatility by rebalancing more frequently than annually. So, you can rebalance as
often as you want, even daily, and that won’t reduce the random volatility.
The second component of volatility occurs over the longer term. Markets respond to the
collective expectation of investors and a trend forms. Rebalancing can reduce volatility
only if it is done after an observable trend. Our analysis shows that the 4–year U.S.
Presidential election cycle is the shortest market cycle with an observable trend that we
can work with. Example 4 shows the impact of rebalancing frequency.

Example 4:
Steve, 65, is retiring this year. He has put aside $1 million for his retirement, 40% equity and 60% fixed
income. He needs $50,000 income each year, indexed to inflation. He takes his withdrawal from the fixed
income portion of his portfolio.
Let’s see the impact of rebalancing for different market trends.

Retiring into a Bearish trend – 1929:
The chart below shows Steve’s portfolio value if he had retired at the beginning of 1929, the beginning of
a secular bear market. At the market bottom of 1932, Steve’s portfolio experienced a smaller loss when
rebalanced every four years than if he were to rebalance every year. The portfolio that was rebalanced
every four years provided Steve with 28 years of income. On the other hand, if rebalanced annually, the
portfolio would run out of money after 21 years. Rebalancing every four years on the Presidential election
year increased the portfolio life by a respectable 38%.
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ng into a Bullish Trend – 1921
1:
Retirin
The ch
hart below sho
ows the portfo
olio value if Ste
eve had retiredd in 1921, thee beginning of the first seculaar
bull market
m
of the last century. At the end of
o 30 years, SSteve was onee million dollaars richer if h
he
rebalaanced every four years at the
e end of the U.S. Presidentiaal election yearr than if he weere to rebalancce
annuaally. The volatility was about the
t same for either.
e
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Retirin
ng into a Sidew
ways Trend – 19
966:
The ch
hart below sho
ows Steve’s po
ortfolio value if he had reti red at the begginning of a seecular sidewayys
trend that prevailed between 1966
6 and 1981. It demonstratess that there waas no perceivab
ble difference in
ortfolio value when rebalanced every fou
ur years on th e Presidential election yearr as opposed tto
the po
rebalaancing annuallyy. The portfolio
o volatility wass essentially ideentical.

a
show
ws:
The aftcast
 The volatility was abo
out the same
e whether thhe portfolio was rebalan
nced annually
or once every four ye
ears on the Presidential
P
eelection yeaar.
 In secularr bull marketts, rebalancing too oftenn stunted the portfolio ggrowth.
 In secularr bear marke
ets, rebalanccing too ofteen compounded losses.
 In sidewaays markets, it did not matter
m
how often you rrebalanced. The portfoliio
life varied
d slightly at random.
r
Our analysis
a
shows that rebalancing at the end of each Presidential election year gavve
the best
b
results because doing
d
so syn
nchronized with the h
high point o
of this cyclee.
Rebalancing at any other fre
equency or at
a any other time within
n the cycle d
did not add aas
much
h value.
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We measure the impact of the frequency of rebalancing by observing the difference of
the compound annual returns (CAR) of the median portfolios for both annual and
Presidential cycle rebalancing scenarios.
For example, at 4% withdrawal rate the CAR of the median portfolio with annual
rebalancing is 5.21%. When rebalancing is done once every four years at the end of the
Presidential election year, then CAR becomes 5.41%. The impact of using the less
frequent rebalancing is 3.8%, calculated as 5.41% less 5.21% divided by 5.21%.
Table 9 indicates the impact of rebalancing frequency on the CAR for a portfolio
consisting of 40% equity and 60% fixed income. The rebalancing threshold is 3%, i.e.
rebalancing occurs only if the asset mix deviates by more than 3%.

Table 9: The impact of rebalancing frequency on portfolio growth at various withdrawal rates

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

5.8%

2.2%

Effect on Portfolio Growth Rate
1.9%

6.1%

12.2%

3.8%

8.5%

5.9%

Keep in mind; markets were in secular sideways trends during 50% of the last century.
Therefore, when we average it over the century, it might seem like a small impact.
However, it has a much larger positive impact in market extremes and we think this is
valuable for the retiree.

Fund Management Skills ‐ Added Alpha
While it is rare, exceptional fund managers can outperform the market for a period of
time. This excess return over and above the index return is called alpha. In our analysis,
to account for this potential outperformance, we use an alpha of 2%. We are not
suggesting that a skillful manager can outperform the index by 2% year after year; but
we use that as a possible upper limit for our calculation purposes.
First, we calculate the compound annual return (CAR) of the median portfolio with alpha
equal to zero. Then, we do the same with alpha equal to 2%. In all cases, the asset mix is
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40% equity and 60% fixed income. We then express the impact of added alpha by
observing the difference of the compound annual returns as a percentage.
For example, at 4% withdrawal rate the CAR of the median portfolio with index return is
5.21%. When alpha is increased to 2%, then CAR becomes 6.13%. The impact of added
alpha is 17.7%, calculated as 6.13% less 5.21% divided by 5.21%.
Table 10 indicates the impact of fund potential management skills on the CAR.

Table 10: The impact of outperforming the index by 2%

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

14.8%

14.0%

Effect on Portfolio Growth Rate
15.7%

16.8%

14.8%

17.7%

18.1%

15.1%

Portfolio Costs
Portfolio expenses can significantly reduce portfolio longevity or impede its growth over
the long term. Like inflation, its effect is not readily apparent in a short period of time,
but it adds up over the long term.
For the purposes of our analysis, we will roll all portfolio costs into a single fixed rate
percentage. We use 1.5% of the value of equity holdings as portfolio costs. This includes
everything; management fees, trading costs, portfolio expenses, commissions, account
fees, and so on. If your portfolio costs are higher than this, its impact will be higher than
what we calculated and depicted in our analysis here. Conversely, if they are lower, its
impact will be lower than what we have in this analysis.
We first calculate the compound annual return (CAR) of the median portfolios first with
alpha equal to zero. Then, we do the same with alpha equal minus 1.5% to reflect the
portfolio costs on the performance. The impact of portfolio costs is the difference of the
compound annual returns, expressed as a percentage.
For example, at 4% withdrawal rate the CAR of the median portfolio with index return is
5.21%. When portfolio costs are deducted, then aftcast shows the CAR of the portfolio
as 4.07%. The impact of portfolio costs is 21.9%, calculated as 5.21% less 4.07% divided
by 5.21%.
Table 11 indicates the impact of portfolio costs on the CAR for a portfolio consisting of
40% S&P500 and 60% fixed income.
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Table 11: The impact of paying 1.5% portfolio costs for the equity holdings

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

15.0%

15.6%

Effect on Portfolio Growth Rate
17.7%

17.3%

14.4%

21.9%

17.3%

12.7%

Combining the Determinants of a Portfolio’s Growth
Now, we can combine all these factors to calculate the determinants of a portfolio’s
growth. First let’s summarize all factors that we have calculated so far in single table:

Table 12: The summary of impact on a portfolio’s growth for various withdrawal rates

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

Effect on Portfolio Growth
Luck Factor:
Sequence/Volatility of Returns

46.7%

46.3%

46.5%

51.8%

50.2%

47.3%

62.2%

69.1%

Inflation

0.0%

12.3%

23.3%

33.2%

40.9%

47.9%

59.2%

59.5%

29.0%

25.9%

28.2%

33.0%

36.8%

27.5%

19.3%

7.2%

Manageable Factors:
Asset Allocation
Rebalancing

1.9%

6.1%

12.2%

3.8%

8.5%

5.9%

5.8%

2.2%

Fund Management Skills

15.7%

16.8%

14.8%

17.7%

18.1%

15.1%

14.8%

14.0%

Portfolio Costs

17.7%

17.3%

14.4%

21.9%

17.3%

12.7%

15.0%

15.6%

Figures on this table indicate the percentage of impact on the growth rate caused by
each factor alone. In other words, if you total each column, they do not add up to 100%.
To calculate the relative importance of each factor, we prorate these figures so that
each column adds up to 100%. Table 13 shows the relative contribution of each factor
for different initial withdrawal rates. Figure 13 depicts the same in graphical format.
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We observe that, by far, the most important factor across all withdrawal rates is the
sequence/volatility of returns. When withdrawal rates are below sustainable, then the
next important factor is asset allocation. As withdrawal rates increase and portfolio life
shortens, the importance of asset allocation diminishes and is replaced by the effect of
inflation as the second most important factor.
At withdrawal rates larger than sustainable, the impact of the luck factor exceeds 50%.
This leads us to conclude that:
1. if the sustenance of retirement income is your prime objective,
2. if withdrawal amounts are larger than sustainablevii, and
3. if hoping for good luck is not your retirement strategy
then don’t expect that asset allocation to make much of a difference on the outcome.
Our real problem is how to manage “luck” effectively.

Table 13: Determinants of a portfolio’s growth for various withdrawal rates

Initial Withdrawal Rate
0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

10%

Determinants of Portfolio Growth
Luck Factor:
Sequence/Volatility of Returns

42%

37%

33%

32%

29%

30%

35%

41%

Inflation

0%

10%

17%

21%

24%

31%

34%

36%

Asset Allocation

26%

21%

20%

20%

21%

17%

11%

4%

Rebalancing

2%

5%

9%

2%

5%

4%

3%

1%

Fund Management Skills

14%

13%

11%

11%

11%

10%

8%

9%

Portfolio Costs

16%

14%

10%

14%

10%

8%

9%

9%

Manageable Factors:

Note: All figures are rounded.
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e 13: Determinants of a portfolio’s growth for
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Figure
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Appendix A:
The Background of Gaussian Approach and its Shortfall
German mathematician and scientist Carl Friedrich Gauss published his monograph in
1809 that described several important statistical concepts, including what later evolved
to “Gaussian distribution” or “Normal distribution” curve. It is also known as the “Bell
Curve” because it resembles a church bell. The formula, or the chart resulting from this
formula, describes the probability of occurrence (the vertical scale) of a random event
or a random measurement. It indicates that most of the outcomes of a random event
cluster around an “average”. As you go further away from the average, then the chances
of its occurrence drop exponentially.

Figure A1: The Gaussian distribution curve

The key word in the Gaussian universe is “random”. When we study the monthly market
behavior over the last century, we find that in about 94% of the time the equity index
moves randomly, which we call “normal”. Keep in mind; the word “normal” is used here
in a mathematical sense. Events outside this “normal” are not “abnormal” or “deviant”
or “new‐normal”; they are just “extreme” in frequency and/or severity.
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The other 6% of
o the time
e, the equity index dooes not fitt into this definition o
of
rando
omness: An
n upward trend begets a larger upward treend (more people start
invessting toward
ds the end of a bull‐marrket run) andd a downwaard trend beegets a largeer
down
nward trend (more peop
ple sell as the market droops precipitously).
So, in
n about 3% of the time,, a portfolio loses signifficant propo
ortion of its vvalue. And iin
about 3% of the
e time it maakes significant amountt of money.. These are the extrem
me
eventts that happ
pen much more
m
frequen
ntly (and un expectedly) than the Gaaussian matth
sugge
ests. The resst of the time
e, not much happens.

Figure
e A2: Depictio
on of Extremes and Normals

Alll Normal and Exxtreme Markets (DJIA – Index only):
“Bu
uy‐and‐Hold”: $1
1,000 invested in
n 1900 grows too about $158,0000 at the end of 22009.

Exxtreme Losses (LLeft Fat Tail):
 Monthly lossess larger than
10% occur in ab
bout 3% of
the time
 It “feels like” an
n annualized
loss of 86%
 If you miss extrreme losses,
$1,000 invested
d in 1900
grows to aboutt $88 million
at the end of 20
009.

“Normal”” Markets:
 Monthly fluctuations bbetween
+10% and
a ‐10% occur iin about
94% off the time
 If you miss
m both extrem
mes,
$1,000 invested in 19000 grows
to abou
ut $537,000 at tthe end
of 2009
9.

Extreme Gain
ns (Right Fat Taiil):
 Monthly gains larger than
10% occurr in about 3% of the
time
 It “feels likke” an annualized
gain of 3811%
 If you misss extreme gains,
$1,000 invvested in 1900
remains $11,000 at the end
d of
2009.

Since
e this type off market beh
havior does not match tthe Gaussian
n model, maathematician
ns
in the
e financial in
ndustry thou
ught that the
ey can solve this problem
m by addingg “fat‐tails” tto
repre
esent it bette
er. Figure A3
3 depicts this.
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Figure A3: Depiction of Extremes and Normals in the Gaussian Math

By definition, the extreme events are rare and short‐lived (3% of the time). Here is how
the damage of sequence of returns happen: After a good bull‐market run up in the right‐
fat tail region, the market index does not just slide back to the “normal” region, but it
usually follows Newton’s third law of physics: “To every action there is always an equal
and opposite reaction”. It moves all the way to the left fat‐tail, causing great losses. It
might bounce a few times back‐and‐forth between these two fat‐tails like a table‐tennis
ball, creating great volatility in its path. In that, those who are last‐in to the right tail are
punished the most; they experience the largest losses. Eventually, the volatility of
returns subsides and the market index moves to the “normal” region. In its wake, it
often leaves an adverse sequence of returns.
History shows that given sufficient time, an accumulation portfolio eventually recovers
from its losses. However, the definition of “sufficient time” covers a very wide spectrum
depending on which regime this loss has occurred at the first place.
If the loss occurs in “normal” markets, then “sufficient time” for recovery can be from a
couple of days to a couple of years. On the other hand, the recovery time increases
exponentially if this loss occurs in extreme markets. Furthermore, the “math of loss”
shows that it is significantly harder to recover in a distribution portfolio than in an
accumulation portfolioviii. If the portfolio is already in distribution stage, or it is within 4
years (one market cycle) of the distribution stage, then a full recovery is unlikely to
happen.
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Whatt is wrong with
w using faat‐tails and the Gaussiaan math to simulate po
ortfolios? Yo
ou
might be able to
t “curve‐fitt” the histo
orical volati lity of returns to som
me form of a
distribution form
mula and we have no pro
oblem with t hat. Howeveer, you cann
not model th
he
patte
erns of seque
ence of retu
urns (i.e. the severity an d persistencce of volatility of returnss)
with the Gaussiaan distribution formulaa. These pa tterns occur as a resu
ult of speciffic
elations betw
ween variou
us economicc factors succh as equities, bond yields, interesst
corre
rates and inflatio
on in typical market cyccles. Let’s loook at market trends th
hat affect th
he
seque
ence of returns:
me
Secullar Trends: Most Monte Carlo simulators use an averagee growth ratte with som
“stan
ndard deviattion” attache
ed to it, as depicted
d
in Figure A4. In this case, the portfoliio
grow
ws at about 8%
8 per year, plus minus a random deeviation from
m that averaage drawn o
on
a sem
mi‐log scale.

Figurre A4: Index vaalue over time (on a semi‐log scale) in a ranndomly generated simulation
n

The reality
r
is, in the long te
erm, the equity market might be in a secular bullish tren
nd
lastin
ng 10 to 20 years (1920
0‐1929, 1949
9‐1962, 19822‐1999). Or,, it might bee in a seculaar
sidew
ways trend lasting as long
l
as 20 years (19000‐1920, 19338‐1948, 19
964‐1982), aas
depiccted in Figure A5. At eacch secular tre
end change, there is a “ttrend discon
ntinuity”.

e A5: Index valu
ue over time (o
on a semi‐log scale)
s
of actuall market historry starting in 19
900
Figure
Trend Discontinuitties
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When
n you try to implement the Gaussiaan outcome to the markket index theen you woulld
end up
u with som
mething like in Figure A6
6. Here, we see clearly that the Gaussian modeel
ignorres all trend discontinuitties and missses most of tthe market rrealities.

Figure
e A6: Overlappiing Gaussian model
m
and the market
m
index ((1900‐2000)

When
n you add fat‐tails on the
t original distribution curve, then
n it merely iincreases th
he
frequ
uency of exttremes, but it does nott make the model any better. In Fiigure A7, th
he
highe
er frequencyy of extreme
es with fat‐tails is indicaated by thickker top and bottom linees
of the
e rectangle:
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Figure
e A7: Overlappiing Gaussian model
m
(with fat‐tails) and the market index (1900‐2000)

ds which arre
Cycliccal Trends: Each seculaar trend is made up oof several cyyclical trend
generally a reflecction of business cycles (see
(
Figure A
A8). Within eeach cyclical trend, therre
is a specific sequ
uence of eve
ents; which we
w define a s “patterns of direction
ns in inflation
n,
intere
est rates, bo
ond yields an
nd equities with
w a speciffic array of in
nter‐correlattions”.

Figure
e A8: Cyclical trrends
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There are four distinct phases and four distinct objects in this pattern. When
randomized, there is a one in sixteen chance of modeling this particular sequence of
events correctly. In other words, when you run sixteen thousand random simulations,
only one thousand of these will likely have the correct pattern of up/down trends within
a business cycle. The remaining fifteen thousand simulations will not only be in the
wrong order but they will render the overall outcome useless.
Sometimes, when you run the Monte Carlo for accumulation portfolios, you might
notice the unbounded, fanning‐out effect of simulation lines. This definitely does not
happen in real life. An extreme trend in one direction is eventually replaced with
another extreme trend in the opposite direction until the excesses of both forces are
expended. For these reasons, the effect of the sequence of returns is missed by man‐
made simulators that are based on Gaussian math.
In the early years of his research in the late 1990s, the author of this whitepaper
developed a Monte Carlo simulator that included these three secular trends, each with
its own time dimension. It was able to simulate these trend discontinuities reasonably
well. However, it involved excessive data mining for each different market index for it
to be reliable.
Philosophically, we rather observe and work with the raw data only. We do not want to
create mathematical models with custom‐made data mining and then try to convince
ourselves and others that it “should” work. So, for this reason, we discardedix it shortly
after we created it in favor of aftcasting.
Aftcasting reflects the sequence of returns exactly as it happened in history. As opposed
to forecasting, aftcasting is a method developed by the author for analyzing investment
outcomes. It includes the actual historical equity performance, inflation rate and
interest rate, as well as the actual historical sequencing of these data sets. There are no
mathematical formulas, complicated procedures, assumptions or limitations. It merely
displays what would have happened in history with no room for contaminated data or
misguided interpretations of outcome.
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About Aftcast.com
Aftcast.com provides research to its clients in the area of distributions. The research is
based on non‐Gaussian philosophy using actual market history. It helps its clients to
better understand the behavior and impact of various distribution strategies.
This report was researched and authored by Jim Otar, CFP, CMT, BASc, MEng, who is the
founder of aftcast.com.
For your comments and feedback, or to learn more about aftcasting, please visit
www.aftcast.com or send an email to jim@retirementoptimizer.com
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Otar, Jim, “High Expectations and False Dreams”, 2001
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The annual data of the Standard and Poor Composite Stock Price Index started in 1871. S&P index was established in
1926, including 90 large cap stocks and later in 1957 it was changed to hold 500 stocks. In our calculations, we used
the annual index data from the tables in Chapter 26 of Robert J. Shiller’s book “Market Volatility”, the MIT Press,
ISBN 978 0262 691512” and from the Standards and Poor’s Public website, https://www.sp-indexdata.com

iv

Annual inflation: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, wholesale price index for the years between 1900–1913, the
consumer price index after 1913

v

Interest Rate: 1900–1987, courtesy of “Market Volatility”, by Robert J. Schiller, MIT Press, [1997], page 440–441, data
series 4, recent history from mortgage-x, mortgage information service, http://mortgage-x.com

The fixed income rate used in this analysis is the historical 6-month CD rate plus 0.5% yield premium, net after
portfolio expenses. This represents approximately a bond portfolio with about five to six-year average maturity, held
until maturity (no capital gains/losses)
vi
Disclosure: The author of this paper spent the first twenty years of his life where inflation varied between 8% and 25%
per year.
vii

We currently calculate the sustainable withdrawal rate to be about 3.3% at age 60, 3.6% at age 65, 4% at age 70,
4.5% at age 75 if the plan is designed to provide income until the age at which the probability of survival is 10% or
less.
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ix

Otar, Jim C., 2009, “Unveiling the Retirement Myth”, pages 90 -105, Chapter 8, “Mathematics of Loss”
for the curious, it is still available for downloading at www.retirementoptimizer.com
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